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Unprecedented guide to the AK-47!Gun Digest Shooter&#39;s Guide to AKs is the essential

reference book for any AK-47 enthusiast. As a former member of an elite Soviet Spetsnaz unit and

avid AK historian, author Marco Vorobiev offers a detailed look inside the design, development,

operation and maintenance of the most prolific firearm of all time.Expert advice - Basic operation

and maintenance of the AK rifleTraining tips - Shooting and practical applicationsMarket insight -

Where to buy an AK and how much you can expect to payAccessories - DIY instructions, what to

buy, and where to get itAmmunition - Advice about what to buy and the results you can

expectHistorical data - The ideas behind its creation, and the simplicity of the AKVorobiev details

the similarities and differences between the AK-47 and its variants, helping you navigate the

confusing and complicated civilian AK market and dispelling a few myths along the way. With

hundreds of detailed photographs of AK rifles, old and new, and unprecedented coverage of

historical details, this practical guide is a must-have for avid AK collectors, AK rifle shooters, and

general AK enthusiasts everywhere!
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A veteran of the elite Soviet Spetsnaz, now a U.S. citizen, Marco Vorobiev conducts firearms

training classes using the methods he learned during his service. As a writer-consultant, Marco has

handled and tested even the rarest AK variants. He is a prolific writer and contributor for firearms

media, and has written hundreds of articles on AK history, training, practical application,

modification and improvement. His articles have appeared in numerous firearms publications,



including Guns & Ammo and Shotgun News.

very complete info

Very informative, just what I needed!

Great informative book.

Very educational book.

Excellent book highly recommend it.Very informative readHave re read this book due to the

excellent info in it.

Still reading it, but what I have seen so far is good.

Marco's book is excellent! His unique view of how the AK-47 was developed and deployed is fact

based as he was indeed a Soviet Spenantz veteran. This book should be part of your collection, it

contains history, technical details and many other useful details on the most ubiquitous military rifle

ever produced.The drawings and photos are excellent, the price is quite reasonable and the text is

well laid out and will hold your attention.

A very well up-to-date AK-47/74 resource. I found it modern, insightful and blessed with actual

experience from Marco Vorobiev - a man who has lived the experience as a Spetsnaz

operator.Marco V is well known weapon enthusiast and while an expert of AKs, his reviews are fair

and balanced. My choices in making a purchase of an AK model by carefully reviewing the

information.
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